Theron Milo
The Rocky Mountain Wizard
$850 - $2000/exp – Nebraska Based
1-877-585-0005

Theron Milo plucks real dollar bills right out of the sky! He pours a dozen different
drinks from the same pitcher and then lets you taste them! He folds a pocket
handkerchief into a mouse which comes to life in his hands and jumps around the
room! Theron Milo, The Rocky Mountain Wizard, is Premier Family Magician. With over
14 years of experience, dazzling audiences with his masterful sleight of hand, this
wizard guarantees a great show.
Whether you need some help drawing attention to your trade show booth, welcoming
your guests to the convention, or gifting your colleagues with an after dinner stage
show, The Rocky Mountain Wizard can be the perfect answer. Booking entertainment
doesn’t have to be difficult. Instead, rest easy knowing your audience is in good hands
with Theron Milo.
How it started . . .
I was 11 years old, and it was the first time I had ever been to a magic show. But this
wasn’t one of those flashy magicians from Las Vegas. He was an older magician with
gray hair, who traveled from school to school, all across the country, with his colorful
silks, his black top hat, and his beautiful white rabbit. I will never forget how amazed I
felt when, after asking me to help him on stage, the old man pulled coin after coin from
my ears, nose, and hair. Ever since then, I have been obsessed with Magic. I still
spend hours upon hours digging through books on magic, practicing magic, and
performing magic. There is always something new to learn.
My Heroes
I owe so much to the great magicians who have paved the way and taught me what I
know. I am especially indebted to the creative minds of Tommy Wonder, David
Copperfield, and Lance Burton, who inspired me to make my magic more than mere
trickery. I am also very grateful to the countless magician authors who filled the books
that fill my bookshelves. It takes passion to become a great magician, but it takes faith
and hope to record that passion for the next generation of magicians to find.

I love what I do!
Magic still amazes me, but not for the same reasons. Now that I know how the tricks
are done, I don’t feel shocked like I used to when a coin vanishes or when a torn
newspaper is restored; instead, the amazement I feel comes from watching the faces
of people who are seeing these illusions for the first time. I love when their jaws drop to
the floor and when I can hear them lose their breath. I love when they gasp in surprise
and when they laugh so hard their eyes water. These crazy effects can only be
explained by one thing: Real Magic!

